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Effects of nanotube waviness on the modulus of nanotube-reinforced
polymers
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Recent experimental results demonstrate that substantial improvements in the mechanical behavior
of polymers can be obtained using very small amounts of carbon nanotubes as a reinforcing phase.
Here, a method is developed to incorporate the typically observed curvature of the embedded
nanotubes into traditional micromechanical methods for determination of the effective modulus of
the nanotube-reinforced polymer. Using a combined finite element and micromechanical approach,
it was determined that the nanotube curvature significantly reduces the effective reinforcement when
compared to straight nanotubes. This model suggests that nanotube waviness may be an additional
mechanism limiting the modulus enhancement of nanotube-reinforced polymers. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1487900#
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Within the last ten years carbon nanotubes~NTs! have
raised considerable interest in the scientific community
to their size and wide range of outstanding material prop
ties. For example, carbon NTs have been predicted to h
Young’s moduli on the order of 1 TPa, tensile strengths
times that of high strength steel alloys, current capaci
1000 times that of copper, and thermal conductivities dou
that of pure diamond.1 Experimental efforts on individua
nanotubes have often validated these theoret
predictions.2–5 These properties are a result of the ne
perfect microstructure of the nanotubes, which at the ato
scale can be thought of as a hexagonal sheet of carbon a
that is rolled into a seamless, quasi-one-dimensional cy
drical shape.6

One potential application that has been the subjec
numerous investigations is the use of NTs as a small volu
fraction filler phase in nanotube-reinforced polyme
~NRPs!. Of particular interest is the use of NRPs for stru
tural applications, where recent experimental results dem
strate that substantial improvements in the mechanical
havior of the polymer can be attained through the addition
very small amounts of carbon nanotubes.7–11 While promis-
ing, these initial results have yet to achieve the magnitud
property enhancement believed possible. Several fabrica
and modeling issues have been identified and need to
addressed to optimize the properties of such materials
cluding dispersion of the NTs within the polymer, NT
polymer bonding and interaction, and nanotube orienta
and alignment. The different forms~single-walled, multi-
walled, and bundles! and various methods used to fabrica
the NTs will also greatly influence the effectiveness of na
tubes as structural reinforcement.

A critical issue that has yet to be examined is the imp
of the shape of the embedded nanotube on the effective
chanical properties of the nanotube-reinforced polymer.
shown in Fig. 1, embedded nanotubes seldom appea
straight inclusions but are rather often characterized b

a!Electronic mail: cbrinson@northwestern.edu
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certain degree of waviness along their axial dimension.
propose that this waviness significantly reduces the struct
reinforcement that the NTs provide the host polymer ma
rial, in comparison to the theoretical reinforcement provid
by straight inclusions.

FIG. 1. Images of nanotube-reinforced polymers showing that the embe
nanotubes exhibit significant curvature within the polymer.~a! Transmission
electron microscopy image of MWNTs~1 wt %! in polystyrene~Ref. 8!. The
arrows and inset in the figure are from the original source and show de
in the as-prepared sample and the homogeneity of the MWNT distribu
over different length scales.~b! Scanning electron microscopy image o
MWNTs ~50 wt %! in poly~vinyl alcohol! ~Ref. 10!.
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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In this letter we develop a simple model to assess
impact of nanotube waviness on the effective modulus of
NRP. Because this phenomenon does not appear in t
tional microscale composites, it is necessary to incorpora
model of inclusion waviness into existing compos
models.12 To do this we first calculate the effective reinfor
ing modulus of a single wavy nanotube embedded in
matrix material, and then utilize a multiphase compos
model to predict the modulus of the NRP. Although at t
moment it is impossible to experimentally distinguish b
tween the effect of nanotube waviness and other varia
~such as NT-polymer interaction, dispersion, orientati
etc.!, our theoretical results~later! suggest that NT wavines
significantly influences the effective NRP properties a
highlights the complexity of modeling these materials.

We used ANSYS™ to create a three-dimensional fin
element model of a single, infinitely long wavy nanotube
diameterd perfectly bonded within a matrix material. Nano
tube waviness was modeled by prescribing a sinusoidal
shape13 of the form y5a cos(2pz/L), whereL is the wave-
length of the cosine function andz is the fiber axial direction.
For axial loading the problem is symmetric about thex50
andz5nL/2 ~wheren is an integer! planes; thus a quarter
symmetric unit cell is used for the finite element work~see
Fig. 2 inset!. Symmetry conditions are prescribed on thex
50 andz50 planes, and sufficient matrix material was mo
eled to provide a dilute solution approximation.14 For the
simulation an infinitesimally small displacement,D, is pre-
scribed to all nodes on the planez5L/2, and the effective
modulus of the cell is defined as

Ecell
FEA5

F totL

2AD
, ~1!

whereF tot is the sum of all nodal resultant forces on thez
5L/2 plane andA is the cross-sectional area of the fini
element cell. DefiningEwavy as the effective reinforcing
modulus of the wavy NT as it exists in the polymer,15 a
parallel model independent of Eq.~1! can also be proposed

Ecell
Parallel5cNTEwavy1~12cNT!Ematrix, ~2!

FIG. 2. Finite element modeling of an infinitely long wavy nanotube e
bedded in a matrix, showing the impact of the waviness ratiow5a/L and
the ratio of the phase moduliErat5ENT /Ematrix on the effective reinforcing
modulus of a wavy nanotubeEwavy for L/d5250. For all simulations,
Ematrix51 GPa.~inset! A representative unit cell used in the analysis. Thex
axis is perpendicular to they–z plane, and the extent of the matrix is suc
that the dilute solution approximation is obtained.
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wherecNT is the volume fraction of the nanotube within th
unit cell andEmatrix is the matrix modulus. Equating the pa
allel model to the result obtained by FEA modeling,Ewavy

can be determined,

Ewavy5
Ecell

FEA2~12cNT!Ematrix

cNT
. ~3!

For a straight NT (a50), we have verified numerically tha
Ewavy5ENT .

Assuming that the NT and matrix materials are isotro
with equal Poisson ratios,16 we analyzed how the wavines
ratio (w5a/L) and the ratio of the phase moduli (Erat

5ENT /Ematrix) influences the effective reinforcing modulu
Ewavy of a curved nanotube~see Fig. 2!. An aspect ratioL/d
of 250 was assumed for the current work and has b
shown elsewhere to have minimal influence on the resul
Ewavy for sufficiently large aspect ratios.12 Finite element
simulations for a wide range of these parameters applica
to nanotube-reinforced polymers were conducted and key
sults are summarized in Fig. 2. As expected,Ewavy is strongly
dependent on the NT waviness and quickly decreases
increasing nanotube curvature. This effect is more p
nounced as the ratio of the phase moduli is increased.

Because NRP micrographs typically show embedd
nanotubes with significant curvature~see Fig. 1!, modeling
the NTs as straight inclusions is a simplification that w
significantly overestimate the reinforcement that the N
provide the polymer. Since the effective reinforcing modu
of the NT is strongly dependent on its geometry~see Fig. 2!,
and it is likely that the embedded NTs will exhibit differen
degrees of waviness, we suggest that an appropriate m
for a NRP can be constructed from a multiphase compo
approach.

Here we model the composite as consisting ofN nano-
tube phases, each differing only in their effective reinforci
moduli Ewavy due to differing magnitudes of waviness a
outlined earlier. In practice, such a solution could be dev
oped by imaging a representative portion of the NRP a
developing an appropriate waviness distribution funct
characterizing the nanotube waviness@see Fig. 3~a!#. This
information, along with the spatial orientation of the NT
can be used within an appropriate micromechanical met
to estimate the effective moduli of a nanotube-reinforc
polymer. In particular, the Mori–Tanaka solution for a mu
tiphase composite with randomly orientated cylindrical
clusions is well suited for this analysis,17 where each NT
phase is modeled as an isotropic material of cylindrical sh
with an effective reinforcing modulusEwavy ~see Fig. 2!
based on its embedded geometry. Note that the Mori–Tan
method accounts for the stress-field disturbance due
neighboring nanotube inclusions.

To highlight this procedure we have analyzed data
multiwalled nanotubes~MWNTs! ~10 wt %! embedded in
polystyrene11 via shear mixing. Figure 3~b! compares the ex-
perimentally measured moduli with micromechanics pred
tions obtained assuming two- and three-dimensional rand
orientations of straight and wavy NTs.~For the former, the
reported modulus is in the plane of random orientation.! The
wavy NT calculations assumed the waviness distribution
Fig. 3~a!, while the correspondingEwavy values were deter-

-
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mined based on the results of Fig. 2 (Erat5200) and an es-
timated ~straight! MWNT modulusENT of 450 GPa.18 The
results first show that moving from a model of perfec
aligned, straight NTs to randomly orientated straight NTs c
decrease the potential reinforcement of the NRP by m
than a factor of 2. The micromechanics predictions for r
domly orientatedwavyNTs, assuming an appropriate distr
bution of NT waviness,19 show that moderate NT wavines
can further reduce the predicted effective modulus of
NRP by an additional factor of 2. While it is impossible
isolate the effects of NT waviness from those of bondin
alignment, NT dispersion, and other reinforcement-limiti
mechanisms in the existing experimental data, our mode
results nonetheless demonstrate that NT curvature and a
ment significantly influence the mechanical behavior
NRPs.

In summary, nanoscale imaging of various nanotu
polymer composites has consistently shown that nanotu
typically remain curved when embedded in polymer mate
als. Using finite element and micromechanics methods,

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic of the micromechanical approach to account for na
tube waviness.~b! Experimental data~10 wt % MWNTs in polysytrene!
~Ref. 11! and micromechanical predictions~assuming straight and wavy
nanotubes! of NRP effective moduli with different NT orientations. Th
modulus of the polystyrene matrix was 1.91 GPa, and the following par
eters describe the discrete NT phases modeled in the wavy NT calcula
~w50, Ewavy5450 GPa, NT fraction50.05!, ~0.05, 377, 0.15!, ~0.1, 283,
0.30!, ~0.25, 91, 0.30!, ~0.5, 42, 0.20!.
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have shown that this waviness can greatly reduce the ef
tive reinforcing modulus of the nanotubes, thus limiting t
overall effective modulus of the NRP. Finally, a method
calculate the effective moduli of polymers with embedd
wavy nanotubes has been developed. The nanotube in
sions in a given composite are partitioned into several d
crete phases, where each phase represents the fraction o
with a given waviness. The effective reinforcing modu
Ewavy for each NT phase, based on this waviness, are t
utilized within a micromechanical multiphase compos
analysis to provide the overall effective modulus of the co
posite with wavy nanotubes. Such a model highlights na
tube waviness as one of several key mechanisms that
ultimately determine the effectiveness of nanotube mater
as a reinforcement phase for structural applications.
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putational Materials Nanotechnology Program. The auth
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